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In 1991, Hugo de Garis’ article “Genetic Programming: Artificial Nervous Systems, Artificial Embryos and Embryological Electronics” was published in the book Parallel Problem Solving from Nature. With this article de Garis hoped to create what he envisioned as a new branch of artificial embryology [5] called embryonics [6] (short term for “embryological electronics”). Embryonics is based on the idea of adapting the processes found in embryonic development to build artificial systems.

In the article, de Garis describes two different projects. In the LIZZY Project he develops an artificial nervous system. In the EMBRYO Project he describes the development of an artificial embryo. The artificial embryo consists of electronic circuits that “grow” in a special hardware called “Darwin Machines.”

De Garis’s article has four sections. In section one, he describes genetic programming [7], a programming methodology based on genetic algorithms [8]. Genetic algorithms are computational models that are based on a concept similar to natural selection [9]. A genetic algorithm provides a method to find the best program to solve a given problem. The genetic algorithm first ranks a group of programs that are considered to solve a given problem by how good the solutions are and then lets the best ones “breed.” Two programs that breed create a new program that consists of parts of both of the original programs. The new program replaces a program that had a low rank in the ranking of the genetic algorithm. By repeating this ranking and breeding process the programs evolve towards the best solving program for the given problem.

In sections two and three de Garis describes the LIZZY Project. LIZZY is an artificial lizard-like creature that is represented by a rectangular wire frame with four legs and a V-shaped antenna. De Garis uses genetic programming [7] to evolve the motions LIZZY is capable of. He also describes LIZZY’s artificial nervous system, which enables LIZZY to recognize and react to prey, predators, and mates.

In section four De Garis describes the EMBRYO Project, in which he uses the concept of cellular automata and genetic programming [7] to build an artificial embryo. A cellular automaton is a theoretical model used to represent complex systems or processes, like the growth of plants. The automaton consists of components called “cells” that form a one- or multidimensional lattice. Each cell has a value, called a state. The states of the cells change at discrete time-steps. The new state of a cell is computed from the previous states of its neighboring cells using predefined rules. In the EMBRYO project there are two states for the cells: dead and alive. The rules that specify when a cell comes to life and when it dies are encoded as a sequence of zeros and ones and are called “chromosomes.” Living cells represent the “embryo.” De Garis gives an example of an embryo that grows in a two-dimensional lattice. He defines the desired shape of the embryo as a triangle and uses genetic programming [7] to create chromosomes that let the embryo “grow” to a shape as close as possible to a triangle. His result is a 93% overlap of the embryo’s actual shape with the desired shape. At the end of section four de Garis describes his future work. He states that the EMBRYO Project will extend to create three-dimensional artificial embryos that are shaped like human babies.

“Genetic Programming: Artificial Nervous Systems, Artificial Embryos and Embryological Electronics” is only a short summary of de Garis’s work on artificial embryos. In 1992, he contributed a chapter called “Artificial Embryology: The Genetic Programming of an Artificial Embryo” to the book Dynamic, Genetic, and Chaotic Programming. In this chapter he describes his work on this first attempt to “grow” an artificial embryo using a cellular automaton in much more detail.
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